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H254 is a pre-main sequene F0 spetral type star with Teff= 7200 K and Lbol=31.4 L�(Luhman et al. 1998) in the young luster IC 348. Ripepi et al. (2002) identi�ed fourfrequenies for this soure by using their eleven days observations. One of these frequenieswas at 7.406 d�1 whih is typial of Æ Suti type pulsators. They reported that the otherthree frequenies result from the long term behavior assoiated with a daily variation ofH254 and partially with the similar variability in the omparison star H20.We attempted to detet the light variations of H254 in our 95 days of observation spanobtained with ROTSE3d telesope loated at Bak�rl�tepe, Turkey. ROTSE3 systems weredesribed in detail in Akerlof et al. (2003). It operates without �lters and has a widepassband whih peaks at 550 nm. It is equipped with a CCD, 2048�2048 pixel, the pixelsale is 3.3 arse per pixel for a total �eld of view 1:Æ85�1:Æ85.The observations were obtained between the nights MJD 53232 (August) and MJD 53327(November). We were able to obtain 3 to 40 frames for IC 348 at eah night, beause ofthe other sheduled observations. The exposure time was 5 seonds. A total of about 1600CCD frames were analysed. Aperture photometry by SExtrator (Bertin&Arnouts, 1996)were applied to the observed CCD frames to obtain the instrumental magnitudes. Then,ROTSE magnitudes were alulated by omparing all the �eld stars to the USNO A2.0R-band atalog. All the proesses were done in sequential automated mode. Baryentriorretions were made to the times of eah observation by using JPL DE200 ephemerides.As a omparison star we hose H261 whih is at a distane of 40from H254. Its spetraltype (F2) is not too di�erent from the spetral type of H254.Fig.1 shows ROTSE3d light urve (ÆmROTSE= mROTSE254- mROTSE261) obtained fromCCD observations.A Fourier analysis of data led to the detetion of a signal for a frequeny 7.406 d�1. Weused a period searh programme written by M. Sperl (Period98: available atwww.astro.univie.a.at/�dsn/). Fig.2 (upper panel) shows the power spetrum ofH254 whih displays the frequeny 7.406 d�1 with one day alias pattern. When thisfrequeny is removed from the spetrum no other signi�ant frequeny is seen.We also employed the method of Sargle (Sargle, 1982) for period searh in order toevaluate the on�dene levels of osillations (see Fig.2 lower panel). We estimated the
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Figure 1. ROTSE3d light urve

Figure 2. Power spetra for H254 (upper panel: Period98, lower panel: Sargle algorithm,MJD = JD { 2400000.5). Solid line represents 2� on�dene level.
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noise level of periodogram by �tting a onstant line. The probability of a signal abovethis level has an exponential probability distribution whih is essentially a �2 distributionfor two degrees of freedom (Sargle 1982). For given parameters, the on�dene level ofthe signal for the maximum power at 7.406 d�1 is � 0:997. This on�dene level is loseto the � 5� level signal detetion. As seen from Fig.2 all other deteted powers are belowthe 2� detetion level whih indiate that 0.157, 0.283 and 0.931 d�1 frequenies detetedby Ripepi et al. (2002) are not present in our light urve.

Figure 3. Light urve phased with the frequeny 7.406 d�1
Fig.3 shows the light urve phased with the frequeny 7.406 d�1.As a onlusion, ROTSE3d data allowed us to identify the frequeny 7.406 d�1. Noother signi�ant frequeny was deteted.Aknowledgements:This study was supported by TUG (Turkish National Observatory), TUBITAK ( Turk-ish Sienti� and Researh Counile).
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